
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

NOTICES 
 

1 October  

Memberships will continue 

into 2021 owing to Club 

closures this year. 

 

OTHERWISE NO PREDICTABLE 

DATES ARE CURRENTLY 

POSSIBLE DUE TO COVID-19.  

 

WE WILL LET YOU KNOW 

WHEN EVENTS RESUME! 

At that time we may also 

introduce extra training 

times. 

 

We do however have notice 

that the following has been 

postponed to: 

 

27-29 November 

Dog Lovers Show 

Royal Exhibition Building 

 

 

Established 1954 

Affiliated with the 

Victorian Canine 

Association 

 

Northern Obedience Dog Club Inc. Patron: The Mayor of Moonee Valley 

NOTE:  The Committee of NODC Inc. and the editor of the Howler reserve the right to edit all copy including 
advertising.  The opinions expressed in articles published in the Howler are not necessarily those of the 
Committee or the Editor.  The Club assumes no responsibility for false or misleading claims made in copy 

submitted to this newsletter. 

Proudly sponsored by  

Strathmore  

Community Bank®  

Branch 
 

The Demonstration Team In Action

 

Class Times 
Sunday 10am-10:50am  

Puppies, Classes 

Foundation, 2, 4, 6 

Sunday 11:10am-12  

Classes 1, 3, 5, 7 

Wednesday 7pm-8pm  

All classes; no Puppies 

http://northernobedience.com.au/
http://northernobedience.com.au/activity-calendar/4583267220
http://www.bendigobank.com.au/public/community/our-branches/strathmore
http://www.bendigobank.com.au/public/community/our-branches/strathmore
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 Barbara Van Meurs 

 Denise Gardner 

 Glenys Barnes 

 Peter Dapiran 

 

 

  

Club members are still training at home but looking forward to the 

commencement of classes again at the Club. This has given us a chance to 

review the history of the last 66 years of the Club, starting at page 12, of which  

the 2020 portion is just an interim part. It certainly seems that Members had a 

lot of fun in the past as well as a lot of community involvement. While we are 

sad we missed out on some things, the Club will go on to better still. 

President 
Leo Carroll 

Vice President 

  Reno Ciantar 

Secretary 
Glenys Barnes 

Treasurer 

  Glenys Barnes 

 

General Committee 
Janelle Dang 
Joanne Carroll 
Judith Hillyear 
Kirti Bhatt 
Jenny Guadagnuolo 
Nancy Evans  

   

Training Sub-  
Committee 

Frances Hammer 
Peter Dapiran 
Roger White 

Volunteers 
Ray O’Shannessy 
Barbara Van Meurs 
 
 
 
 
___________ 

HOWLER EDITORIAL TEAM 
                                     Barbara Van Meurs and Denise Gardner 

 

Howler Editorial       

Committee        

Write or contribute an 
article, story, photo, 

comic, joke, idea, etc. to 
the Howler!  

All we need is your 
Name & your Source! 
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The Committee acknowledges that our members have missed out on 

several months of training due to the Covid pandemic and have 

decided to extend your membership until 2021. Normally, renewals 

are due now. When we do return to training there will be a 

requirement to update your dog’s vaccination information. 

 

Since the last issue of the Howler, the Club was advised that one of our 

Life Members, Maisie Jones, has passed away. The Club offered its 

condolences to Chris and Lynette and their extended families. See the 

tribute to Maisie on page 19. 

 

Unfortunately there is still no word on when training will commence.  

Last weekend I was hopeful that the Premier, Daniel Andrews, was 

going to give me some idea about the possibility of when training 

would commence, but unfortunately this was not the case. We will 

now have to wait until mid-October for the revised Stage 2 restrictions 

to see how they will apply to us.  

 

Currently even Private dog trainers are not allowed to conduct outdoor 

1-on-1 training sessions, under the current Stage 3 restrictions. But 

look on the bright side, dog groomers are allowed to operate from 

fixed premises with contactless drop off and pickup.  

 

Your puppy is now turning into an adolescent dog. Remember that 

your adolescent dog can be difficult and/or challenging, they can also 

be great fun, bright and entertaining. Make sure you enjoy this period 

in your dog’s life and set the scene for the years to come. Happy 

training! 

 

Stay safe and I look forward to seeing you back at the Club soon. 

 

TRAINING AT NODC POST Covid-19 
From Glenys Barnes Club Secretary 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

  

REMINDERS 
Please keep a lead on your dog at all times, even between 

classes, unless asked to remove it by your class instructor.  

Remember to adhere to Club Rules and listen to the 

instructors. 

While you are at the Club you are responsible for you and your 

dog’s actions. Ensure there is sufficient space between each 

dog so that they are unable to play with another dog or make 

another dog feel uncomfortable. 

 2020 ClassES 
Classes for  Sundays 2020 start at 

10am for Puppy & “Even 
numbered classes”, and 11am for 

“Odd numbered classes”.   
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HOW THE WORD DOG HAS ENTERED OUR 

LANGUAGE 

By Denise Gardner 

 
A quick look at my Macquarie dictionary reveals more than 50 words 
commencing with "DOG!" 
 
Here's some of my favourites: 
 
Dog Squad - Prison slang for undercover police 
Dogsbody - overworked drudge/servant 
Dog's breakfast/dinner - a mess 
Dogmatic - to assert your own opinion in an arrogant manner 
Dogman - the worker who rides the load on a crane hook (dangerous work) 
Dog Latin - mongrel or poor Latin 
Dog in a manger - to keep something of no use to yourself to stop someone else 
having it 
In the Doghouse - in disfavour 
Doggone - From the US meaning damn 
Doggo - to hide, as in 'to lie doggo' 
Dog eat Dog - extremely competitive 
Dog collar - stiff collar worn by clergy 
Dogbox - train compartment with no access to a corridor 
Go to the Dogs - ruined 
Put on the Dog - to put on airs 
Dog days - the sultry part of summer 
Dog ear - the folded back corner of a book page 
                            and finally 
Doggy Bag - a bag of restaurant leftovers taken home for our furry friend 
 



 

 

 

 
 

 

BULLDOG by Denise Gardner 
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THIS YEAR TO DATE IN PERSPECTIVE – GLYN BURNUP 

Thanks 
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Our correspondent Glyn Burnup is one of the 

Trainers who joined Training commencement. 

 What a Year!!!!! 

This is the year I learnt to pay for stuff with my phone, shop for stuff online and look forward to 

a masked person leaving packages on my front porch. 

 

Not for me the inner sanctum of the clubhouse, so onto the field in 

all weathers which is where I met Maggie, her Rottweiler, and a 

trainer called Bill Richardson. 

 

Here I discovered that I had achieved 3 out of 4 prerequisites on our 

‘Dog Must Have List’. I leave you to guess which was missing.  

 

Tasha and I travelled gradually up through the classes with little 

knowledge of body language, mine or hers, marker words or high 

value treats. One of the few books readily available was Michael 

Tucker’s Dog Training Made Easy (1980,) I also found Puppies for 

Dummies by Sarah Hodgson. This formed my library.  

How it meets and greets those 4 legged as well as 2 legged. How to welcome someone to your home and 

how to behave when resting with you at the local café, and let’s not forget how to be on their own. These 

issues can all be sorted out with patience and a full treat pouch. 

 

My Own History With Dogs. 

I know that some of The Howler edition will be dedicated to how the club started, so I thought I would 

add my own journey. Like many Club members, as children, we had a dog in the house, a lovely 

Dalmatian called Sophie  who left a trail of small white hairs whereever she went. Her training included 

‘In your basket’, ‘Eat’ and ‘Wyt ti mo’yn cwtsh?’ which translates into ‘Do you want a cuddle?’ Five points 

for guessing the language. We had no idea how to get her to walk in the heel position, make her drop, or 

how to behave when guests arrived, but she was deeply loved and seemed to know when one of us 

needed comfort after a bad day at school. 

 

It was not until 1998 that I felt I would like to have a dog in my life again. A few criteria were placed on 

the list as my husband had not had a dog before. We began our search. Intelligence .. must be able to 

discuss Nietzsche, have beautiful soulful eyes, not drop hair and be easy to train. We thought a Standard 

Schnauzer would be the way to go and I started by tracking down a breeder who would leave the tail on 

the dog as we were uncomfortable with the practice of tail docking (which was legal back then). All went 

well and Tasha joined our household mid 1999. I suddenly discovered that I still knew nothing about dog 

training, so I joined the nearest club, NODC.  

 

This edition of The Howler will, of course, be different from any 

other and we will have a lot of work to do to help all those dogs 

and handlers suffering from lockdown brain fog when we get back 

on the field.  

 

We have misplaced almost 8 months, but for dogs multiply that by 

5 to 7 times.  

 

They age much faster than we do so the new Christmas puppy has 

now lost its puppy license and will be expected to read and 

understand another dog’s body language and respond accordingly.  
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PAWS FOR THOUGHT- CONTINUED 

 

The training was basic as much of it had filtered through from 

service dog training and, in the background, was the idea that 

the handler must not be too soft in order to show the dog who 

was in charge. We did manage to get to class 4 or 5 with 

support from Bill, however, I didn’t continue and left the Club. 

As happens to all of us eventually I lost Tasha when she was 9 

and was devastated. 

 

2009 and time for a new pup, Gracie, of course another 

Schnauzer. As soon as she was able, off we went to NODC. I still 

knew very little about how to train a dog, but there was Bill and 

a familiar face, Maggie with another Rottweiler. This time we 

progressed with more speed and Bill began his recruitment 

drive for more volunteer instructors. By the time Maggie and I 

got to class 4 we were hooked and Bill was reeling in two more. 

.more.possibles. 
So began my introduction to modern dog training methods, the new studies being undertaking into dog 

behaviour and our relationship with them. I have met and worked with some wonderfully knowledgeable 

and experienced people in my role as a Club volunteer.  

 

I am beginning to understand how my personality has affected the way I trained Tasha and Gracie. These 

people have encouraged me to read and undertake professional development and have a go at 

competitive trialling in Obedience and Rally O.  

 

This has not just been about getting Gracie to pick up dumbbells or go over jumps, it is about extending 

my communication skills with an animal which does not have a spoken language. Consistency in body 

movement, non-verbal signals, rewards, companionship and the hardest part, fun, are all part of this.  

 

It has raised my awareness in the use of dogs as emotional support, physical helpers and medical alert 

dogs in our society.   

 

To put into context how quickly our understanding of dogs 

is changing I have included a few books which have had an 

impact on how we now work with our dogs.  

 

I would also like to point out that You Tube started in 2005 

and it took a little while before people began to put lovely 

training tidbits on there. 

o In Defence of Dogs - John Bradshaw 2011 

o Inside of a Dog – Alexandra Horowitz 2010 

o Decoding Your Dog – American College of Veterinary 

Behaviourists 2015 

o Being A Dog (Following the Dog into a World of 

Smell) - Alexandra Horowitz 2016 

o Doctor Dunnbar’s Good Little Dog Book  -  Ian 

Dunnbar 2003 

o Gwen Baily, Denise Fenzi and many others 

Maybe you would like to have a try as a volunteer trainer. If 

so please approach Roger White, Peter Dapiran or one of 

the other trainers at the Club. 

 

Thanks to Lynn Phillips for the photos 
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  EDITORS FAVOURITE CLUB PHOTOS 

 
 

 

 
 

 

This year, due to the shutdown of the Club, there was not a lot of opportunity to take new photos of 

Members and pets around the grounds. This has given the Editor the opportunity to select some old 

favourites from those in the past. This is particularly relevant in view of our feature article, commencing 

on page 12, about the Club’s history. 
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EDITORS FAVOURITE CLUB PHOTOS 
 

 

   

 

  

 

 

 



 

 

  

BOWL TO BAG – Denise Gardner
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TREAT ALL DOGS AS YELLOW FOR NOW! By 

Denise Gardner 



 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

“If anyone with a camel and a needle is up for the challenge, me and my recalcitrant mutt will take them 

on. (If they win, I’ll even pick up the vet’s bill on the camel.) Because when it comes to medication 

resistance, Alfie would try the patience of a saint. 

 

 

 

 

 

Option one: “Just open his mouth and pop it down his throat,” chimes the veterinary receptionist, handing 

over the latest flea and tick treatment at about $60 a hit. But Alfie resists. He wrestles, squirms, twists, 

scrabbles, growls and chokes. Then he goes limp. “Aha!” we cry. “It’s gone!” Alfie shoots us the sly eye, 

then spits the pill onto the floor. “You little bastard!” we rant. “May fleas and ticks dance upon your 

rectum!” 

 

Option two:  We retrieve the slimy, mangled pill and grind it up with “irresistible” dried liver treats. His 

Midgetcy sniffs, snorts disdainfully, walks away. F…! Sixty bucks bites the dust! 

 

Option three: We purchase one of the pet industry’s widely promoted “nice-tasting, chewable” tablets. Alfie 

won’t touch it. We break it up and hide it in pieces of roasted chicken. Alfie eats the chicken but ejects 

most of the tablet. It takes half a chook to get the entire tablet into him. At this rate, he’ll die of obesity 

around the same time we have to mortgage the house. 

 

Option four: We ask the vet’s nurse to “pop” the next pill down his throat for us. She begins confidently but 

starts cursing when Alf breaks free of her second half nelson. “I’ll just take him out the back,” she mutters. 

After some worrisome crashing and banging, she brings him back. “No trouble at all,” she insists, but we 

don’t believe her. 

 

Option five: “Try coating his pills in peanut butter,” urges a friend. “Dogs love it!” Not this dog, who actually 

backs away from the gooey blob. Are you mad? says his expression. 

In the end, salvation comes in the form of a knockabout matriarch standing next to me as I describe Alfie’s 

bastardry to yet another “pop it down” young veterinary receptionist. “Cream cheese, darling,” the elderly 

woman counsels, when we meet again in the car park.“Don’t use it if he’s taking pills daily or you might 

inflame his arse (induce pancreatitis). But once every few months is okay. A few weeks later, we give Alfie 

his first pill dipped in the magic potion and – slurp! – down it goes, so quickly he can’t see the wood for 

the cheese.

Option one: “Just open his mouth and pop it down his throat,” chimes the veterinary receptionist, 

handing over the latest flea and tick treatment at about $60 a hit. But Alfie resists. He wrestles, squirms, 

twists, scrabbles, growls and chokes. Then he goes limp. “Aha!” we cry. “It’s gone!”  

 

Alfie shoots us the sly eye, then spits the pill onto the floor. “You little bastard!” we rant. “May fleas and 

ticks dance upon your rectum!” 

 

Option two:  We retrieve the slimy, mangled pill and grind it up with “irresistible” dried liver treats. His 

Midgetcy sniffs, snorts disdainfully, walks away. F…! Sixty bucks bites the dust! 

 

Option three: We purchase one of the pet industry’s widely promoted “nice-tasting, chewable” tablets. 

Alfie won’t touch it. We break it up and hide it in pieces of roasted chicken. Alfie eats the chicken but 

ejects most of the tablet. It takes half a chook to get the entire tablet into him. At this rate, he’ll die of 

obesity around the same time we have to mortgage the house. 

 

Option four: We ask the vet’s nurse to “pop” the next pill down his throat for us. She begins confidently 

but starts cursing when Alfie breaks free of her second half nelson. “I’ll just take him out the back,” she 

mutters. After some worrisome crashing and banging, she brings him back. “No trouble at all,” she 

insists, but we don’t believe her. 

 

Option five: “Try coating his pills in peanut butter,” urges a friend. “Dogs love it!” Not this dog, who 

actually backs away from the gooey blob. Are you mad? says his expression. 

In the end, salvation comes in the form of a knockabout matriarch standing next to me as I describe 

Alfie’s bastardry to yet another “pop it down” young veterinary receptionist. “Cream cheese, darling,” the 

elderly woman counsels, when we meet again in the car park. “Don’t use it if he’s taking pills daily or you 

might inflame his backside (induce pancreatitis). But once every few months is okay”. 

 A few weeks later, we give Alfie his first pill dipped in the magic potion and – slurp! – down it goes, so 

quickly he can’t see the wood for the cheese.” 
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HOW TO GET A PILL DOWN A RELUCTANT DOG 
 Of Relevance to new Covid era Puppies (taken from contribution by Frank Robson to The Age Good Weekend) 

 

Following the onset of the Covid era there has been a 

sudden increase in demand for dogs and in particular 

for puppies. Lovely as they are they come with some 

tricky training problems. One of which is medicating. 

According to the author of this article, while it is easier 

for a camel to go through the eye of a needle than for 

a rich man to enter the Kingdom of God, is it easier 

than getting an expensive pill down the neck of a 

reluctant dog?  

“If anyone with a camel and a needle is up for the 

challenge, me and my recalcitrant mutt will take them 

on. (If they win, I’ll even pick up the vet’s bill on the 

camel.) Because when it comes to medication 

resistance, Alfie would try the patience of a saint. 

 

 



 

  
  

A SHORT HISTORY OF NODC 
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Northern Obedience Dog Club started in the early 

1950’s when a group of people, mainly German 

shepherd owners, interested in Obedience, began 

to meet regularly to train their dogs. The group 

continued to grow and expand. 

 

By 1954 the group which included Les McD Miller 

and Wally Young, decided to seek affiliation with 

what was then called the Victorian Kennel Control 

Council. 

 

The application was approved in August 1954 and 

Northern and Districts Obedience Dog Training Club 

became a fully fledged member of the KCC. 

 In the early days training took place at various grounds in Coburg until finally the group became 

established at De Chene Reserve in Bell Street Coburg. This branch operated until the end of the 

1960’s. A branch was also opened in the 1950’s in Preston. Members of Northern have always 

been innovative and willing to try new ideas and midweek training was introduced at the Preston 

ground until this branch closed in the early 1960s. A branch was also operating in Williamstown 

and when this branch closed, three grounds Aberfeldie, Coburg and Heidelberg continued, with 

Keon Park opening later. 

 

Throughout the 1960’s the Club continued to grow and prosper until there were four branches 

operating: Aberfeldie, Coburg, Heidelberg and Keon Park. All of the branches had reasonably high 

memberships and four times a year inter branch competitions were conducted. A high degree of 

friendly rivalry existed with each branch determined to win the shield that was offered. This 

competition continued until both Coburg and Keon Park branches were closed. 

 

Another activity that developed around this time was the annual dog match and cricket match 

against Southern Obedience Dog Club. These activities continued for many years. The main reason 

these came to an end was the increase in the number of Obedience Trials held annually and this 

caused difficulties in finding suitable dates. 

 

The Club also became involved in a number of fund raising activities. Every Good Friday many club 

members and their dogs participated in street collections that raised substantial amounts for the Royal 

Children’s Hospital. Another important activity sponsored by Northern was the annual Guide Dog Day. 

This day was like a giant family picnic with handlers and dogs from all clubs participating in many novelty 

events. 

Probably the most famous activity was the Miracle Recall 

organised by the late Alan Hayman. This was when nearly 

every dog participated in a mass recall over a distance of 

500 metres, the winner being the first dog back to its 

owner. Many funny things occurred in this event.  

 

Everyone who attended had a great time and once again 

substantial amounts of money were raised for the 

Victorian Guide Dog School to purchase and train guide 

dogs for the blind.  

 

This day ended in the late 1970’s when the overcrowded 

calendar caused problems with getting a suitable date. 
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The Annual Moomba Trial and Fun Day was also 

organised by Northern. This took place on the 

holiday Monday and gave the general public the 

opportunity to see obedience dogs in action and to 

watch many novelty events such as the longest 

broad jump. (For those of you who are interested 

the record was held by a Greyhound from Altona – 

18 feet 6 inches or 5.64 metres) 

 

This event ended when it became too difficult to 

organise parking for all the members of 

participating clubs. 

Moomba Float 1989

 

By the 1970’s the club had changed its name to Northern Obedience Dog Club and had consolidated 

into two branches; Aberfeldie and Heidelberg. The Club continued to operate in this way for many years. 

Inter branch competitions were still held twice a year. 
 

The Club held General meetings once a month and over the years had many interesting guest 

speakers including members from the Police Dog Squad, Customs, the Dingo Foundation and many 

well known trainers such as Michael Tucker.  

 

Northern was again innovative throughout the 1970’s and organised the first Unregistered Trial for 

Crossbred and Pedigree dogs without papers when they were stopped from competing at 

sanctioned KCC trials. Ultimately, through the hard work of members from Northern and other 

clubs, the Associate Register was established and these dogs now compete in all sanctioned trials. 

 

For a variety of reasons, towards the end of the 1970’s the Club was split into two separate clubs. 

Aberfeldie remained the home of Northern Obedience Dog Club and Warringal Obedience Dog Club 

was established by the Heidelberg Branch members.  

 

Working closely with the City of Moonee Valley and making a commitment of a dollar for dollar 

subsidy, the Club moved into their first permanent home that was for our exclusive use in 1980. 

Prior to obtaining the Clubhouse the Club had operated from two tents that were erected and 

dismantled every Sunday morning.  

 

Equipment was stored in an old Commer van and was driven to the ground every weekend by a 

Club member. Wednesday evening training was re-introduced with the establishment of the 

Clubhouse.  

 
Throughout the 1980’s and 1990’s Northern 

went from strength to strength. Puppy 

training from 12 weeks of age had been 

introduced in 1972 and since 1994 puppies 

have been admitted from eight weeks of age.  

 
Tracking classes were held way back in the 

early 1970’s on Saturday mornings in the 

area where the VCA Bulla complex now 

operates. A few of those dogs involved in the 

tracking classes were used for some search 

and rescue work before the Police Dog 

Squad was re-introduced.  
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 Instructors at the 25th Anniversary celebration

 

Training at the 25th Anniversary

 

In 1980 the Club celebrated both its 25th anniversary and the Clubhouse opening in November.                      

e shot are: 
Back row (L to R) – Marcia Hall, Edna Jones, Eve Adams, Merv Jones 
Front row (L to R) – Frank Neeson, Heather Delaland, Kathy Stanip, Maisie Jones, Claire Wild 
  
 

The 1980 Committee

 

The Clubhouse

 

Following its location in the Clubhouse above, NODC was active in the community and had a 

demonstration team, they were all the rage back in the 1980’s and 1990’s, plus a Moomba Float show 

casing Aussie breeds. (See top page 13) 

 

Below are photos of the Demonstration Team in action. 
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Christmas 95

 

Robert and Wilma 02

 

The Demonstration team
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Games Day 99

 

The Demonstration team  

 

Several members indicated an interest in learning Agility in the early 1980’s. John Varley was 

brought to Melbourne by Pal to teach the necessary skills to those members of the dog world who 

were interested in this discipline. A number of Northern members were involved in the 

establishment of the Pal Victorian Superdog Team. From this early beginning the sport of Agility 

developed and members of Northern have had the opportunity to learn these skills as well as those 

of Obedience since then.  

 

In the early 1990’s the Clubhouse was extended so that dog related activities could be held in 

comfort. Nose work training classes and Tellington Touch training sessions are just some of the 

indoor classes that have been held. Guest speakers have included a Vet gerentologist to speak to 

members about care of the aging dog, Dancing with dogs instructors, using positive training 

methods, and everything you need to know about trialling. 

 

The Club has always had a core of enthusiastic and dedicated members who are always interested 

in learning about new activities and are willing to share their enthusiasm and knowledge with 

others, hence the introduction of Rally classes to educate members in this new discipline that so 

many members of the dog world have embraced with enthusiasm. 

 

Thanks to the hard work of our President and Secretary the Club was awarded a grant in 2014 from the 

City of Moonee Valley.  The grant money contributed to the installation of the front verandah and 

concreting around the front of the Clubhouse in 2017.  

 

Owing to the enthusiasm and dedication of many members over the past sixty years Northern Obedience 

Dog Club has grown and prospered. We are the second oldest Obedience club in Victoria with a long and 

very proud history. We are sure the Club will continue to grow and prosper throughout the coming years. 

Some photos of the Club’s social side are shown below. 

Main article by Marcia Hall 

Photos contributed by Glenys Barnes 
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Name Dog name Breed 
Scott Kinnade Dom Greyhound 

Vicky Jones Pegy English Staffordshire Terrier 

Alojz Tomsic Bonza Jack Russell Terrier X 

Anthony & Noah D'Amico Harvey Labradoodle 

Lorenzo Defrancesco Percy Cane Corso 

Gina Defrancesco Terra Mastiff X 

Cameron Boykett Luna Portugese Water Dog 

Adrian Gugliotta Mala Chichuaha 

Maja Stojanovska     

Ann & Eric Staberhofer Coco Bordoodle 

Laura Donaldson Ernie Groodle 

Brendan McKeegan     

Dorothy Cheung Ollie Spoodle 

Luke, Amber & Jayden Barry     

Geena Huynh Axel Sharpei 

Kaylene Phan     

Patrick Warfield Kombu Mastiff X 

Ai Tomizawa     

Lydia McAleer Murphy Groodle 

Dianne Privtera Charlie Moodle 

Stephen Hughes     
 

CLUB ACTIVITIES 2020 
All Committee Meetings are held on the 2nd Monday of the month, starting at 7:00 pm. 

All Instructors’ Meetings are held on the 1st Sunday of the month, after classes are completed. 

1 October 2020 membership renewals due but deferred to 2021 

17 October Doggie Day Out – Kepala Pet Resort 

17 October Obedience & Rally Trial x2 – Werribee Obedience Club* 

25 October Obedience & Rally Trial – Macedon Ranges Obedience Club* 

1 November Melbourne Cup Weekend – NO TRAINING  

1 November Applications close for end of year trophies 

14 November Obedience & Rally Trial x2 – Southern Obedience Club* 

15 November Obedience & Rally Trial – Northcote Obedience Club* 

29 November Annual General Meeting and Trophy Presentation (All Classes at 10:00am)  

29 November Obedience & Rally Trial – Croydon and District Obedience Dog Club 

6 December Last day of training 

13 December Christmas Break Up – Games Day for dogs and humans 

7 Feb 2021 Classes recommence. Summer training times 9:00 am – 11:00 am.  
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Advice from the Australian Veterinary Association to Pet Owners 
Friday, 24 April 2020          Advice from the AVA to pet owners: COVID-19 

The COVID-19 Working Group has put together a fact sheet for pet owners on COVID-19 which was shown in Issue 2 of 

Howler. 

Key points: 

1. There is currently no evidence you can get COVID-19 from your pet. 

2. Keep your pets with you in your family unit. 

3. Plan for the care of your pets in case you need to go to hospital. 

4. Continue to practice good hand hygiene before and after handling your pet, their food and their food and water 

bowls. 

5. Review advice from your veterinary clinic before you visit. Follow their instructions to keep your family and veterinary 

staff safe from COVID-19. 

 

 

 

mailto:noel@epsomrdvet.com.au
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Class Exercises  

Puppies (8 weeks to 24 weeks) 
No exercises are tested for promotion to 
next class: 

 Socialisation with all puppies on lead; 

 Retrieve on the flat on lead; 

 Recall on lead; 

 Puppy push up 

 Heeling on a short lead; 

 Examination of Puppy; 

 Stays; 

 Games, Q&A Session. 

Class 2 
Exercises tested for promotion to next class: 

 All Class One exercises plus: 

 Heel slow pace; 

 Right turn; 

 Recall on lead dog to sit in front of the 
handler; 

 Stand Stay; 

 Stand for Examination (handler in front)  
(Food may be used as a lure.); 

 Drop from Sit (beside and in front of 
handler).  

Other exercises to be taught but not tested: 

 Retrieve on the flat (on lead); 

 Dog Introduction. 

Class 4 (Community Companion Dog) 
Exercises tested for promotion to next class: 

 All Class 3 exercises plus, 

 Heel on lead with lead in the left hand; 

 Small amount of heeling off lead; 

 All stays off lead (when dog is reliable, long 
lead if not) (Sit 1 minute Down 3 minutes); 

 Recall and return to dog. 

Other exercises to be taught but not tested: 

 Retrieve on the flat off lead; 

 Drop from the Stand position (handler in 
front of dog); 

 Finish to the recall; 

 Ring Craft. 

Class 1 
Exercises tested for promotion to  
next class: 

 Heel normal pace; 

 Sit; 

 Stand (alongside handler); 

 Right-about Turn; 

 Sit Stay (complete exercise); 

 Recall on lead (Dog does not have to sit) 

Other exercises to be taught but not tested: 

 Retrieve on the flat (on lead); 

 Drop. 

Class 3 
Exercises tested for promotion to next class: 

 All Class Two exercises plus: 

 Heel fast pace; 

 Heel in figure 8 including sits; 

 Automatic sit; 

 Drop while heeling; 

 Left turn and Left about turn. (both 
methods); 

 Stand for examination (handler in front.) 
(Food may be used only as a reward.); 

 All stays progressing to lead on ground  
(Sit 30 sec Down 1 minute) 

 Finish to recall on lead; 

 Recall off lead dog; dog to sit in front. 

Other exercises to be taught but not tested: 

 Retrieve on the flat on lead. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Class 5 (Novice) 
Exercises tested for promotion to next 
class: 

 All Class Four exercises plus, 

 Heel free; 

 Recall off lead (complete exercise 12 
metres); 

 All stays off lead if reliable.  
(Sit 1 minute down 3 minutes); 

 Stand for examination off lead; 

 Retrieve on the flat. 

Other exercises to be taught but not 
tested: 

 Commence high & broad jumps; 

 Ring Craft. 
 

Class 6  
Full Open Program 
 
Class 7  
Full UD Program 
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The Good, the Bad and the Ugly

 

                                                                           Dr Peter Dapiran  

 

 

 If anything good has come out of the coronavirus pandemic it is that in the southern 

Chinese city of Shenzhen, bordering on Hong Kong, the eating of dog and cat flesh has 

been banned. Officials declared that poultry, livestock and seafood should be sufficient 

for healthy nutrition. 

 Coronavirus: Walking the dog has been one of the few activities permitted outside the 

home. In Spain, entrepreneurs have taken to renting dogs to non-dog owners. So many 

people have taken up the offer that police have now cracked down on dog renting.  

 Researchers at the University of Porto, Portugal, have been studying whether different 

dog breeds differ in pain sensitivity. There is no physiological basis for this but a survey 

of the general public and veterinarians, based on pictures of dogs, shows that both 

groups generally believe that small breeds, for example a Maltese, feel pain more than 

large breeds such as a Great Dane. Also, breeds that stereotypically are considered 

aggressive, for example Pit Bulls, are thought to be less sensitive to pain.  

 More about the never-cease-to-amaze ability of a dog to smell. Dogs have 300 million 

olfactory receptors in their noses compared to the human’s 6 million. Dogs can detect 

some smells in the order of parts per trillion. To get a feel for what this means: while 

humans can detect a teaspoon of sugar in a cup of tea, dogs would be able to detect a 

teaspoon of sugar dissolved in two Olympic-sized swimming pools. Or, what a human 

can see at 500 metres, a dog would be able to see at 5 kilometres. 

 Many US Presidents have owned dogs while occupying the White House. Much has 

been made of the fact that there is no First Dog of the US (FDOTUS) in Trump’s White 

House. In fact, he is the first occupant in 118 years not to own a dog. Trump is 

conscious of this. He explained to followers in 2019 that he didn’t have the time to 

look after a dog, and besides, he felt that “it would look phony”. The Coolidge White 

House in the 1920s had a pet raccoon. 

 Are you happy? This apparently is the top question owners would like to ask their dog if 

they could talk (62% of respondents in a survey commissioned by the Dogs Trust of 

2,000 dog owners in the UK). Next four questions were: How could I make your life 

happier? Do you understand me when I talk to you? What do you dream about? Do you 

love me? Complex questions even if the dogs could talk.  

 There’s a dog called Oi, a Husky, that sleeps in a fridge. So would you if you lived in 

Threeways Roadhouse, 500 km north of Alice Springs. Poor Oi has gone missing, they 

think stolen; or perhaps he’s just migrated south for the summer. Oi is the local 

celebrity with his face all over stubby coolers and bar mats. The owner has offered a 

$3,500 reward for the return of Oi. If you spot Oi in your fridge, call the police. 

 It’s the rule, isn’t it? One year of a dog’s life equals seven years of a human life. Alas! 

That’s now gone out the window with new research by the University of California, USA, 

on the DNA from about 100 Labradors, from puppies to elderly dogs. The aging rate is 

variable; aging is faster at a young age and slows down with the passage of years. So, 

a twelve-month old puppy is about 30 in human years, a four-year old is about 54, and 

a 14-year old dog is only about 75 human years. But that’s for Labradors. It could be 

different for other breeds. You can do your own sums at home: Human Age = 16 ln(dog 

age)+31. (ln is the Natural Logarithm of a number). Dust off your log tables. What? You 

threw them out because you thought logarithms weren’t useful? Use your phone 

calculator.                        Hint: The phone on its side becomes a scientific calculator. 
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Kepala Pet Resort, situated in tranquil countryside, provides five star luxury 

accommodations, including large grassed areas where your dog can play safely.  

Kepala Pet Resort is operated by Kevin and Pauline Lacy, family and staff. 

Visit our website for more information: http://www.kepala.com.au/ 

We invite you to visit and view our complex prior to making a booking. 

Address: 55 Edwards Rd, Diggers Rest, Victoria 3427 | Phone: (03) 9740 1272 

 

Clancy still training in Lockdown
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VALE MAISIE JONES 
 

Maisie was granted a Life 

Membership of NODC in 1978 

and celebrated her 100th 

birthday in 2019.  

 

She was always active in the 

Club and will be remembered 

fondly by the Club Members 

who knew her. 

Maisie and her husband Merv first joined the Club in 

1966, with a Samoyed named King. 

 

Maisie looked after the light refreshments at the 1970 

trial held at Yarrambat, thereby raising money for the 

Guide Dogs. She was subsequently well known for her 

running of the Club kitchen and contributing to NODC in 

that capacity. 

 

In 1975 - 1976 she was the Aberfeldie Branch Secretary, 

when there were two branches of the Club, and 

she served on the Committee from 1975 to 1978. 

 

http://www.kepala.com.au/
http://www.kepala.com.au/


 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Northern Obedience  

Dog Club is a  

non-profit organisation  

staffed by volunteers  

dedicated to promoting the  

training and understanding of the dog,  

so that it can be accepted as a true companion 

in our urban society. 

The Club trains people to train their dogs to be 

obedient, companionable and useful. The club 

provides you with the opportunity to train your 

dog, and the fact that our club and others like 

us exist, show how much interest in dog training 

as a hobby has increased. Training for most 

people can be a hobby that is enjoyed by both 

dog and owner. 

See our website for more details. 

 

 
Helping YOU train your dog! 

Northern Obedience Dog Club 

 

Looking for photos and updates?  

LIKE us on Facebook  

www.facebook.com/Northern

ObedienceDogClub  

 

 

SPOT THE DIFFERENCE  By Denise Gardner 

http://www.facebook.com/NorthernObedienceDogClub

